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Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Wink is the best place to make new friends from all over the world! It's as easy as swiping right and starting a conversation with your potential new bestie. On Wink you can... Swipe right and left through tons of new faces. Check out each person's profile and decide if you think they can be a fun new friend!
That girl loves football, too? Swipe right! Instant friends. This guy likes the kind of music you can't stand? Swipe left! No chance of friendship there. On Wink you can connect with unlimited friends from your own country and around the world. Start swiping to meet your new pals! CHATThe fastest and safest way to chat with your new Wink friends is to send a
message here on Wink! Within the Wink messenger, you can play messages, photos, icebreakers, GIFs, audio messages, and even games. You also have the option to easily add your new friends on Snapchat. If you're looking for someone to talk to ASAP, try Random Chat! You'll be immediately connected to someone new, and you'll have the option to
add it as a friend from inside the chat if you want to keep talking later! PRINT YOURSELF Use your profile to express yourself and make a good first impression! You can add up to 6 photos of yourself, add a bio that explains more about who you are, adds your unique interests, and changes your background using the WinkShop. Using interests is a great
way to find friends who already have things in common with you! EARN GEMSYou has the opportunity to earn gems every day on Wink! You can use gems to send a friend request to someone new, or to click the back arrow when you may have missed someone. You can also use gems to buy a new background for your profile, or to plant an actual tree!
Whether it's a daily check-in or sharing Wink with your existing friends, there are tons of ways to get more gems. A super fun way to earn gems is by playing games in the Wink Arcade. Choose from a few different games, get as many points as you can, and those points will turn into gems. Keep earning gems to keep making new friends! Going to be the
friendly face that someone needs to see and start meeting new friends on Wink!PS - Wink is only for friendships. Safety disclaimer: Wink is meant to be used for making new friends from around the world to add and chat with. Although this communication with new friends doesn't always happen on our platform, we urge our users to be mindful when they
consider sharing their location, full name, and all other personal information with new friends. In addition, Wink is not intended for buying and selling content. Accounts that sell, or to request inappropriate content, will be disabled due to breach of our community guidelines. Please report anything you see that is not right! December 23, 2020 Version 3.1.1 Bug
Fixes Just In Time for the Holiday Holidays I really love this app a lot. It's everything I wanted. You get to make cool friends all the time and even fill up your snap card. Also I really enjoy how this information is really easy to find participants of all races, sexual areas and ethnicities. I love it overall. In addition, I love how you can set an age range so you have
more people around your age and the fact that this app has awesome games makes it even cooler! This information for sure tops Hope. The one suggestion I would like to see is the ability to adapt which countries you want the people to come from. No, I don't mean an option to choose which continent, I mean specific countries. You can choose all the and
as many countries as you want. The advantage I see for this is 1. Hope doesn't do that 2. This can help people fill snap card there in specific areas 3. You have the option to search for new friends in specific regions 4. Most importantly, you can look in regions to find a perfect match for you based on the look you desire. For example, the blonde hair blue eye
looks ox most common in countries like Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia, Poland, and so on. I thank you for reading my review when you read this and thank you for the great experience. there are a lot of things I think need to be changed, first of the sweeping feature isn't the best, you only get 100 gems every 24 hours and every time you swipe right on
someone it costs you 10 gems for a total of only 10 adds for one day. While swiping I got right or left on someone on misfortune and when I press the yellow undid button it takes me to the profile before the one I put on accident that defeated the entire purpose of the button, also using the undo button costs 20 gems! ridiculous!! when I do receive a friend
request the only options I have is to chat now or to add on snap instead of just have an option that says assume that after print the person will add to your friends list. Finally, there's a recurring error in which I receive a message and when I enter the app to see it the interface is empty, just show the name on the profile and not the message, when it happens,
it happens to every other chat as well as whether I have a new message or not. The feature where you can chat to a random person isn't bad, but sometimes when I refuse someone they continue to pop up, even after I chat to someone the same people I drop and even the ones who refused me continue to renovate instead of never doing it again after the
first decline. I just got this information today and I really like it. it's really fun to be able to meet new people plus play the little games they have on the app. There are only a few things that are minor problems: 1. I wish will explain a little more about why you request a friend, but no biggie. 2. It would be really nice if there was a list that can look at all the people
you've gone right on because there are some people I wiped right on that I'd really like to look at the profile again, but I'm not able to unless they swipe right at me, but sometimes I forget I added the person first so you're not sure if you should give them your snap or not. Bottom line it would be nice to have a list of all the people you requested/wiped right on.
3. This is not exactly a complaint, but only a warning to some people. When you put your birthday into it, it automatically sets your profile at your age, but some people go on the app and say they're a lot older than they actually are so just a fair warning that some guys and girls might be a little older or younger than they say they are. Other than that this is a
very great app Thank you so much for your review and feedback from Wink! We hope by listening to thoughtful users like you, we can keep improving Wink to give it a 5-star :) The developer, 9 Count, Inc., indicated that the app's privacy practices may include handling data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The
following data can be used to track you about apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data can be collected and linked to your identity: Contact information User ContentIdentifiers Usage Data Diagnostics The following data can be collected, but this is not linked to your identity: Contact information users content identifiers Diagnostics
Privacy Practices, for example, may vary based on the features you use or your age. Learn more developer website App Support Privacy Policy Photo Messages application SnapchatOriginal writer(s) Evan Spiegel Bobby Murphy Reggie Brown Developer(s)Snap Inc.Initial releaseSeptember 2011; 9 years ago (2011-09)Stable release(s)
[±]Android11.8.1.32/December 15, 2020; 7 days ago (2020-12-15)[1]iOS11.8.0.33/December 15, 2020; 7 days ago (2020-12-15)[2]Preview release(s) [±]Android (Beta)11.8.0.27 /December 9, 2020; 13 days ago (2020-12-09)[3] Operating SystemAndroid, iOSSize204.7 MG (iOS)[4] 62.7 MB (Android)[5]Available in 37 languagesList of languagesEnglish,
Arabic, Bengali, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Filipino, French, German, Greek, Gujarati, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Kannada, Korean, Malay, Malayalam, Marathi, Norwegian Bokmål, Polish, Portuguese, Punjabi,[6] Romanian, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Traditional Chinese, Turkish, Urdu, Vietnamese Type
Photo Part Instant Messaging Video chat Multimedia LicenseProprietary softwareWebsitewww.snapchat.com Snapchat is a US multimedia messaging app developed by One of the main features of Snapchat is that photos and usually only available for a short time before they become inaccessible to Recipients. The app has evolved from originally focusing
on person-to-person photo sharing to currently featuring users' Stories of 24 hours of chronological content, along with Discover, let brands show ad-supporting short-form content. It also allows users to keep photos just in the my eyes that let them keep their pictures in a password-protected space. It also reportedly incorporated limited use of end-to-end
encryption, with plans to broaden its use in the future. Snapchat was created by Evan Spiegel, Bobby Murphy and Reggie Brown,[7] former students at Stanford University. It has become known for representing a new, mobile first direction for social media, and places significant emphasis on users interacting with virtual stickers and augmented reality objects.
As of March 2020, Snapchat had 229 million daily active users. [8] On average, more than 4 billion Snaps are sent every day. [8] Snapchat is known as popular among the younger generations, especially those under the age of 16, which led to many privacy concerns for parents. History For a chronological guide to this topic, see Timeline of Snapchat.
Prototype According to documents and deposition statements, Reggie Brown brought the idea for a disappearing photos application to Evan Spiegel because Spiegel had previous business experience. Brown and Spiegel then moved in Bobby Murphy, who had experience with coding. The three worked closely together for several months, launching
Snapchat as Picaboo on the iOS operating system on July 8, 2011. [10] Reggie Brown was taken out of the company months after it was launched. [11] The app was rebooted as Snapchat in September 2011, and the team focused on instability and technical aspects, rather than brand efforts. [13] One exception was the decision to hold a mascot designed
by Brown, Ghostface Chillah, named after Ghostface Killah of the hip-hop group Wu-Tang Clan. [13] On May 8, 2012, Reggie Brown sent an email to Evan Spiegel during their senior year at Stanford, in which he offered to re-negotiate his fair share regarding ownership of the company. Lawyers for Snapchat responded by insisting he had never had any
creative connection to the product. The lawyers also accused Brown of committing fraud against Spiegel and Murphy by falsely claiming to be a product stock. On behalf of their clients, the law firm concluded that Reggie Brown made no contributions of value or value, and was therefore entitled to part of nothing. [15] In September 2014, Brown settled with
Spiegel and Murphy for $157.5 million[16] and was credited as one of the original authors of Snapchat. [7] [17] In their first blog post, dated May 9, 2012, CEO Evan Spiegel described the company's mission: Snapchat isn't about capturing the traditional Kodak moment. It's about communicating with the full extent of human emotion emotion not just what
seems to be beautiful or perfect. [19] He presented Snapchat as the solution to tension caused by the longevity of personal information on social media, evidenced by emergency detagging of Facebook photos before job interviews and photoshopping scars from candid shots before they hit the Internet. [19] Growth World Map indicating Snapchat's core
users by country in 2014. Map based on data from a report from Business Insider Intelligence. [20] As of May 2012, 25 Snapchat images were sent per second[21] and as of November 2012, users shared more than one billion photos on the Snapchat iOS app, with 20 million photos shared per day. [21] In the same month, Spiegel cited issues with user base
scalability as why Snapchat had trouble delivering its images, known as snaps, in real time. [21] Snapchat was released as an Android app on October 29, 2012. [21] In June 2013, Snapchat version 5.0, called Banquo, was released for iOS. The updated version introduced several speed and design improvements, including veenavigation, typing twice to
reply, an improved friend finder, and in-app profiles. [23] The name is a reference to the haunting hero of Shakespeare's Macbeth, a character in the play who eventually prevails over evil. [24] Also in June 2013, Snapchat introduced Snapkidz for users over the age of 13. Snapkidz was part of the original Snapchat app and was activated when the user
provided a date of birth to verify his/her age. Snapkidz allowed kids to take snaps and draw on them, but they couldn't send snaps to other users and could only save snaps locally on the device used. [25] According to Snapchat's published statistics, as of May 2015, the app's users sent 2 billion videos a day and reached 6 billion by November. By 2016,
Snapchat had hit 10 billion daily video views. [27] In May 2016, Snapchat raised $1.81 billion in equity offer, suggesting strong investor interest in the company. By May 31, 2016, the app had almost 10 million daily active users in the UK by May 31, 2016. [29] In February 2017, Snapchat had 160 million daily active users,[30][31] growing to 166 million in May.
[32] Investel Capital Corp., a Canadian company, sued Snapchat in 2016 for infringing on its geofilting patent. [34] They were seeking monetary compensation and an order that would prohibit California-based Snapchat from infringing on its patent in the future. [36] Snapchat Spectacles Vending Machine at SXSW 2017, Austin, Texas In September 2016,
Snapchat Inc. was renamed Snap Inc. to coincide with the company's launch Hardware product, Glasses – smartglasses with a built-in camera that can take on 10 seconds of video at a time. On February 20, 2017, Spectacles became available for purchase online. [38] Snapchat Snapchat a redesign in November 2017,[39] which was controversial with many
of his followers. CNBC's Ingrid Angulo listed some of the reasons many dis like the update, citing sending a snap and rewatch stories were more complicated, stories and incoming snaps are now listed on the same page, and that the Discover page now included popular and sponsored content. [40] A tweet sent by Kylie Jenner in February 2018, which
criticized the redesign of the Snapchat app,[41] reportedly caused Snap Inc. to lose more than $1.3 billion in market value. [42] More than 1.2 million people signed a Change.org that prompted the company to remove the new program update. [44] In December 2019, App Annie announced that Snapchat is the 5th most downloaded mobile app of the decade.
The data includes figures for iOS downloads from 2010 and Android downloads from 2012. [45] Snapchat acquired AI Factory, a computer vision startup, in January 2020 to boost its video capabilities. [46] In November 2020, Snapchat announced it would pay a total of $1 million per day to users posting viral videos. The company did not say that the criteria
for a video are considered viral or how many people the payout will be split between. The promotion, called Snapchat Spotlight, is meant to run until the end of the year, although the company has indicated it will continue if it is successful. [47] Features Core functionality Snapchat is mainly used for creating multimedia messages referred to as snaps; snaps
can consist of a photo or a short video, and can be edited to include filters and effects, text subtitles, and drawings. [48] Snaps can be privately directed to selected contacts, or to a semi-public Story or a public story called Our Story. [50] The ability to send video snaps was added as a feature option in December 2012. By holding in on the photo button while
a video of up to ten seconds can be captured for a long time. Spiegel explained that this process allowed the video data to be compressed into the size of a photo. [51] A later update allowed the ability to score up to 60 seconds, but is still segmented into 10 second intervals. After a single viewing, the video disappears by default. On May 1, 2014, the ability to
communicate via video chat was added. Direct messaging features are also included in the update, allowing users to send ephemeric text messages to friends and family while storing any necessary information by clicking on it. [52] According to CIO, Snapchat uses real-time marketing concepts and temporaryity to appeal to users. According to Marketing
Pro, Snapchat attracts interest and potential by comding the AIDA model (marketing) with modern digital technologies. [55] Private message photo snaps can be viewed for a user-specified length of time (1 to 10 seconds as determined by the sender) determined) they become inaccessible. Users previously had to keep on screen to see a jump; this behavior
was removed in July 2015[56] The requirement to keep on the screen was intended to frustrate the ability to take screenshots of snaps; the Snapchat app does not prevent screenshots from being taken, but can notify the sender if it detects that it has been saved. However, these notifications can be bysped by either unauthorized changes to the app or by
obtaining the image in external ways. [13] [21] One jump per day can be replayed for free. [58] In September 2015, Snapchat introduced the option to purchase additional replays through in-app purchases. [59] [58] The ability to buy extra replays was removed in April 2016. [61] Friends can be added via usernames and phone contacts, using customizable
Snapcodes, or by the Add nearby feature, which scans for users near their location who are also in the Add nearby menu. [56] Spiegel explained that Snapchat is meant to counter the trend of users being compelled to manage an ideal online identity of themselves, which he says has taken all the fun out of communication. [13] In November 2014, Snapchat
introduced Snapcash, a feature that allows users to send and receive money to each other through private messages. The payment system is powered by Square. [64] In July 2016, Snapchat introduced a new, optional feature known as Memories. Memories allow snaps and story posts to be rescued in a private storage area, where they can be saved
alongside other photos stored on the device, as well as edited and published as snaps, storyposts or messages. When shared with a user's current story, the memory will have a white frame and timestamp to indicate its age. Content in the Memories storage area can be searched by date or use a local object recognition system. Snaps accessible within
memories can also be placed in a My Eyes Only area that is locked with a custom identification number (PIN). Snapchat said that the Memories feature was inspired by the practice of manually scrolling through photos on a phone to show them to others. In April 2017, the white border around old memories was removed. While originally intended to let
viewers know the material was old, TechCrunch wrote that the indicator ended up being annoying users who didn't want to change their snaps at all, sometimes to the point where they would decide not to share the old content at all. [67] In May 2017, an update made it possible to send snaps with unlimited viewing time,[69] dropping the previous ten-second
maximum duration, with the content disappearing after deliberately going through the closed. New creative tools, namely the ability to draw with an emoji, videos playing in a loop, and an eraser that lets users remove objects in a photo the program that fills out the space with the background has also been released. [70] In July 2017, Snapchat allowed users
to add links to snaps, allowing them to direct viewers to specific websites; the feature was previously only available to brands. In addition, the update added more creative tools: A backdrop feature lets users cut out a specific object from their photo and apply colorful patterns to it to bring greater emphasis to that object, and Voice Filters enables users to remix
the sounds of their voices in the snap. Voice Filters was previously available as part of the feature that enables augmented reality lenses, with the new update adding a dedicated speaker icon to remix the sound in any snap. [72] In June 2020, Snap announced mini's, embeddable programs that live within the older Snap app. [74] Filters, lenses and stickers
Snaps can be personalized with various forms of visual effects and stickers. Geofilters are graphical overlays available if the user is within a certain geographic location, such as a city, event, or destination. Users can design and create their own geofilters at a fee of $10-15 USD per hour. They can also subscribe to an annual plan ranging from $1000 to
$10000, depending on the location, for a permanent filter. [75] A similar function known as Geostickers was launched in 10 major cities in 2016. Bitmoji are stickers with custom cartoon avatars, which can be used in snaps and messages. [78] Bitmoji characters can also be used as World Lenses. [80] The Lens feature, launched in September 2015, allows
users to add real-time effects to their snaps using face detection technology. It is activated by prolonged on a face inside the viewer. [81] In April 2017, Snapchat expanded this feature to World Lenses, which uses augmented reality technology to integrate 3D-rendered elements (such as objects and animated characters) into scenes; these elements are
placed in 3D space and anchored. [82] On October 26, 2018, at TwitchCon, Snap launched the Snap Camera desktop app for macOS and Windows PCs, enabling the use of Snapchat lenses in video telephony and live streaming services such as Skype, Twitch, YouTube and Zoom. Snapchat has also launched integration with Twitch, including an in-stream
widget for Snapcodes, the ability to offer lenses to stream viewers and as an incentive to channel subscribers. Several video game-themed lenses have also been launched at this time, including that theme surrounding League of Legends, Overwatch, and PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds. [84] In August 2020, Snapchat collaborated with 4 TikTok influencers
to supplemented reality launch lenses to create a more interactive experience with users. The lenses now incorporate geo-location mapping techniques to include digital overlays on the real world These lenses detect 18 joints across body body to identify movements, and generate effects around the body of the user. Ads now also use AR lenses that make
users part of the ad. Coca Cola, Pepsi and Taco Bell are just some of the brands that are now using the technology on Snapchat. Consumers no longer scroll past these ads, but become part of them with AR lenses. [87] Friend emojis Friend emojis may be customizable, but there are default emojis [see list below]. Snapscore, which states the amount of
snaps you have sent and received, is recorded and is visible to your friends. If you tap your own count it shows the proportion of sent and received snaps, the amount of snaps you were sent on the right and the amount of snaps you received are on the left, these numbers combined are your Snapchat score. There are several synonyms for Snapchat scoring
like Snapchat points, Snapscore, Snap points, and Snap number. As an incentive to send content regularly, emoji icons will appear alongside the names of contacts that the user regularly interacts with. [89] Emoji Name Snapchat meaning
super BFF appear next to the user's number 1 Best Friend when they are also their number 1 Best Friend for two
months behind a row. ❤️ BFF (Best Friend Forever)Appeared next to the user's number 1 Best Friend when they also had their number 1 Best Friend for two weeks in a row.
Besties appeared next to the user's number 1 Best Friend when they also had their number 1 Best Friend.
BFFs appear next to one of the user's best friends. Mutual Besties
appear next to someone when the user's number 1 Best Friend is also their number 1 Best Friend.
Mutual BFs appear next to someone with whom the user shares a best friend.
Snapstreak appears alongside the number of days the user and a friend broke each other. If the user and their friend don't both send a Snap within 24 hours, they'll lose their
Snapstreak. [90] ✨ Group Chat appears next to all of the user's group chats. ⌛️ hourglass appears next to someone's name if the user's Snapstreak is going to end soon.
birthday cake appears next to someone when it's their birthday. Stories and Discovered in October 2013, Snapchat introduced the My Story feature, which allows users to put snaps
together in chronological storylines, accessible to all their friends. [50] By June 2014, photo and video snaps presented to friends in the Stories functionality surpassed person-to-person private snaps as the most widely used function of the service, with more than one billion considered a day – double the daily view stalled in April 2014. [92] In June 2014, the
story function was expanded to incorporate Our Stories, which then was changed to Live Stories a year later. The feature allows users on the spot at specific events (such as music festivals music festivals sporting events) to contribute snaps to a composite story advertised to all users, showcasing a single event from various perspectives and viewpoints.
These curated snaps provided by the app's contributors and selected for the Live section could also be more localized, but Snapchat ultimately scaled back the more custom imaging streams to emphasize public events. [93] [94] [95] [97] An official stories designation was added in November 2015 to indicate the public stories of notable figures and
celebrities, similar to Twitter's Verified account program. [99] In January 2015, Snapchat Discover launched an area that features channels of ad-supported short-form content from major publishers including BuzzFeed, CNN, ESPN, Mashable, People, Vice, and Snapchat itself. [100] [101] To address data usage concerns related to these functions, an option

Travel Mode was added in August 2015. When enabled, the feature prevents the automatic download of snaps until they are explicitly requested by the user. [103] In October 2016, the app was updated to replace its auto-prefunctionality, which automatically moved users from one story to the next, with a Story Playlist feature, letting users select thumbnails
from users in the list to play selected stories only. [104] In January 2017, Snapchat revamped its design and added search functionality and a new global live Our Story feature, which any user can contribute to. [106] In May 2017, Snapchat introduced Custom Stories, making users together stories that combine their catches. [107] In June 2017, Snap Map
was launched, which allowed users to optionally share their location with friends. A map display, accessible from the viewer, can be used to track stories based on location data, supporting the use of Bitmoji as location tags. To enter a Ghost mode, hide the user from the map. [109] The feature was based on the app Zenly, which was acquired by Snap Inc.
before its launch. [111] The map data is provided from OpenStreetMap and Mapbox, while satellite images originate from DigitalGlobe. [112] In February 2020, Snapchat will release a Discover cartoon series called Bitmoji TV worldwide, which will star users' avatars. [113] Original video content The Wall Street Journal reported in May 2017 that Snap Inc.,
the company developing Snapchat, deals with NBCUniversal, A&amp;amp; E Networks, BBC, ABC, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and other content producers have signed to develop original shows to view through Snapchat's Stories format. According to the report, Snap hoped to have several new new available, with each display lasting between three and five
minutes, and the company sent out detailed reports to its partners on how to produce content for Snapchat. Over 2017 and 2018, Snap and partners launched several shows. [114] [115] [116] [116] Sample Snapchat snaps on a smartphone. Unlike other messaging apps, Spiegel described Snapchat's messaging features as conversational, rather than
transactional, as they tried to replicate the conversations he was involved with friends about. Spiegel said that he didn't experience conversational interactions while using the products from competitors like iMessage. [52] Rather than a traditional online notice, a blue pulsating here button is displayed within the sender's chat window if the recipient is currently
looking at their own chat window. When this button is held, a video chat feature is immediately launched. [52] Messages disappear by default after reading, and a notification is sent to the recipient only when they start typing. [52] Users can also use messages to reply to snaps that are part of a story. [117] The video chat feature uses technology from
AddLive – a real-time communication provider that Snapchat acquired before the launch of the feature. [118] What the Here indicator Spiegel explained that the accepted idea of an online indicator that every chat service has is really a negative indicator. That means 'my friend is available and doesn't want to talk to you,' versus this idea in Snapchat where
'my friend is here and gives you their full attention.' Spiegel further asserted that the Here video feature prevents the awkwardness that can arise from apps that use typing indicators because, with text communication, conversations lose their fluidity as each user tries to avoid typing at the same time. [52] On March 29, 2016, Snapchat launched a major
review of the messaging functionality known as Chat 2.0, adding stickers, easier access to audio and video conferencing, the ability to leave audio or video notes, and the ability to share recent camera photos. Implementing these features is intended to allow users to easily move between text, audio, and video chat as needed, while maintaining an equal level
of functionality. [119] In June 2018, Snapchat added the feature to delete a sent message (including; audio, video and text) before reading. [120] A function launched in August 2018 allows users to send Musical GIFs, TuneMojis. [122] Encryption In January 2018, SnapChat launched the use of end-to-end encryption in the application, but only for snaps
(photos and video), according to a Snapchat security engineer presenting real World Crypto conference at the January 2019. [124] [125] As of the January 2019 conference, SnapChat had plans to introduce end-to-end encryption for text messages and group conversations in the future. [127] Business &amp; Multimedia Starting in its earliest days,
Snapchat's main demographic consisted of the Generation Z age group. In the app store, the age classification is 12+. In 2014, researchers from the University of Washington and Pacific University designed a user survey to help understand how and why the application was used. The researchers originally hypothesized that because of the ephemeral nature
of Snapchat messages, its use would be predominantly for privacy-sensitive content, including the many talked about potential use for sexual content and sexting. [129] However, Snapchat appears to be used for a variety of creative purposes that are not necessarily privacy-related at all. [129] In the study, only 1.6% of respondents reported using Snapchat
primarily for sexting, although 14.2% admitted to at one point shipping sexual content via Snapchat. [129] These findings indicate that users are not using Snapchat for sensitive content. The primary use for Snapchat was instead found for comedic content such as silly faces with 59.8% of respondents reporting this use most commonly. [129] The researchers
also determined how Snapchat users do not use the application and what type of content they are not willing to send. They found that the majority of users are not willing to send content classified as sexting (74.8% of respondents), photos of documents (85.0% of respondents), messages that contain legally questionable content (86.6% of respondents), or
content that are considered mean or abusive (93.7% of respondents). [129] The study results also suggested that Snapchat's success is not due to its security properties, but because the users found the application to be fun. The researchers found that users seem to be well aware (79.4% of respondents) that recovering snaps is possible and a majority of
users (52.8% of respondents) report that it does not affect their behavior and use of Snapchat. Many users (52.8% of respondents) were found to use an arbitrary timeout length on snaps regardless of the content type or receiver. The remaining respondents were found to adjust their snaps' timeout depending on the content or the recipient. [129] Reasons for
adjusting the time length of snaps included the level of trust and relationship with the recipient, the time needed to grasp the jump and avoid screenshots. [129] Communication Snapchat has often been seen to represent a new direction in social media, with its users sharing and communicating a more in-the-moment way of sharing and communicating via
technology. With less emphasis on accumulating an ongoing status involving the presence of permanent material, Snapchat has put the focus on the epemeral nature of volatile encounters. [130] Built on this distinction by launching as a mobile-first company, Snapchat, in the midst of it the app revolution and the growing presence of cellular communication
do not have to make the transition to mobile devices in the way other competing social media networks had to do. Evan Spiegel himself described Snapchat as primarily a camera company. [131] Spiegel also dismissed past to other social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter when asked if the 2016 presidential race was going to be recalled as the
Snapchat election, though major candidates sometimes used the app to reach voters. Nevertheless, the growing mobile app has moved to offer clear publishing, media and news content within its Discover channel, as well as with its overall presentation style. With Snapchat, a clear and identifiable line was drawn between brand content and user-based
messages and sharing, which once again distinguishes the popular app from other social media networks, which typically mixed and blurred their different varieties of content. Monetizing Snapchat's evolving features embodys a deliberate strategy of monetization. Snapchat announced its then-upcoming ad efforts on October 17, 2014, when it acknowledged
its need for a revenue stream. [135] The company said it wanted to evaluate if we could deliver an experience that is fun and informative, the way advertising was, before they creepy and targeted. [136] Snapchat's first paid ad, in the form of a 20-second movie trailer for the horror film Ouija, was shown to users on October 19, 2014. [137] In January 2015,
Snapchat began to make a shift from focusing on growth after monetization. The company has launched its Discover feature, which is allowed for paid advertising by offering short-form content from publishers. His initial launch partners included CNN, Comedy Central, ESPN and Food Network, among others. [102] In June 2015, Snapchat announced that it
would allow advertisers to buy sponsored geofilters for snaps; an early customer of the offering was McDonald's, which paid for a brand geofilter that has its restaurant locations in the United States. [75] Snapchat made a push in 2015 to earn ad revenue from its Live Stories feature, having initially launched the feature in 2014. Ad posts can be sold within a
live story, or a story can be pitched by a sponsor. Live stories are estimated to reach an average of 20 million viewers in a 24-hour span. [96] Campaigning in September 2015, the service partnered with the National Football League to present live stories from selected games (including a Sunday game, and marquee games such as Monday Night Football
and Thursday Night Football), with both parties contributing content and handling advertising sales. [140] The 2015 Internet Trends report by Mary Meeker highlighted the significant growth of vertical video viewing. Vertical video ad like Snapchat's are viewed nine times more than landscape video ads in their entirety. In 2016, Gatorade spoke to a filter came
out as part of the Super Bowl ad in 2016. [142] The dunklens of Gatorade received 165 million views on Snapchat. In April 2016, NBC Olympics announced it was a with Snapchat to allow stories from the 2016 Summer Olympics to appear on Snapchat in the United States. The content includes a behind-the-scenes Discover channel curated by BuzzFeed (a
company that funded NBCUniversal), and stories with a combination of footage from NBC, athletes and attendees. NBC sold ads and entered into revenue-sharing agreements. It was the first time NBC had allowed Olympics to appear on third-party property. In May 2016, as part of a campaign to promote X-Men: Apocalypse, 20th Century Fox paid for the
entire range of lenses to be replaced by those based on characters from the X-Men series and films for a single day. In July 2016, it was reported that Snapchat submitted a patent application for the process of using an object recognition system to deliver sponsored filters based on objects seen in a camera view. [146] Later that year, in September 2016,
Snapchat released its first hardware product, called the Spectacles. Evan Spiegel, CEO of Snap Inc., called it a toy but saw it as an upside down to free its app from smartphone cameras. In April 2017, Digiday reported that Snapchat would launch a self-service manager for ads on the platform. [148] The feature launched the following month, along with the
news from a Snapchat Mobile Dashboard for tracking ad campaigns, which rolled out in June to choose countries. [149] Also in 2017, Snapchat introduced an ad tool for Snap to Store that allows companies to use geostickers to track whether users buy their product or visit their store in a 7-day period after seeing the relevant geosticker. [150] On November
13, 2018, Snapchat announced the launch of the Snap Store, where they sell Bitmoji merchandise personalized by avatars of users and their friends. Items for sale include shirts, mugs, shower curtains and phone cases. [152] Development platform In June 2018, Snapchat announced a new third-party development platform known as Snap Kit: a series of
components that allow partners to offer third-party integrations with aspects of the service. Login Kit is a social login platform that uses Snapchat accounts. This has been promoted as more privacy-conscious than competitive equivalents, since services can only receive the user's display name (and optionally a Bitmoji avatar) and are subject to a 90-day
inactivity time, preventing them from collecting any further personal information or social graphs through their authorization. Creative Kit allows apps to generate their own stickers to take over in Snapchat posts. Story Kit can be used to include and merging publicly posted stories (with Bandsintown using Story Kit to include stories posted by musicians),
while Bitmoji Allows Kit Bitmoji stickers to be integrated into third-party apps. [153] Snap Originals In a To industry competition, Snapchat diversified their content by launching Snap Originals, which is episodic content. The series includes both scripted content and documentaries. [154] [155] [156] In June 2020, Snapchat announced the creation of its first
buyable original show: The Drop, focused on exclusive streetwear collabs of celebrities and designers. Each episode of The Drop will explore the relationship between the designer and celebrity collaborator. Viewers will learn about the item for sale and how it came together, as well as what time that day the item will go on sale. Later that day, at the above
time, the episode will be updated with more content that includes a swipe up to buy call to action. [157] Premium accounts and porn in 2014, Snapchat introduced a new feature called Snapcash that sparked its popularity among adult content creators. [158] Snapchat allows private premium accounts in which users can monetize their content. [160] This
feature is mostly used by models to monetize their adult content. [160] Snapchat is increasingly becoming an integral part of the online industry. [160] Reception December 2013 hack Snapchat was hacked on December 31, 2013. [161] Gibson Security, an Australian security firm, announced an API security ability to the company on 27 August 2013,[163]
[164] and subsequently announced the source code for the exploitation on 25 December. [165] On December 27, Snapchat announced it had implemented mitigating features. [167] Nevertheless, an anonymous group hacked them, saying that the mitigating features offered only minor obstacles. [168] The hackers revealed parts of about 4.6 million
Snapchat usernames and phone numbers on a website called SnapchatDB.info[162][170][171] and sent a statement to popular tech blog TechCrunch saying that their goal was to raise public awareness... And... puts public pressure on Snapchat to resolve the vulnerability. [170] Snapchat apologized a week after the hack. [172] The Federal Trade
Commission in 2014 settled Snapchat a complaint from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The government agency alleged that the company exaggerated the degree to which mobile app images and photos could actually be made to disappear. Under the terms of the agreement, Snapchat was not fined, but the app service agreed to have its demands
and policies monitored by an independent party for a 20-year period. The FTC concluded that Snapchat was prohibited from misrepresing the extent to which it maintains the privacy, security, or confidentiality of users' information. [173] Following the agreement, Snapchat has its privacy page to say that the company cannot guarantee that messages will be
deleted within a specific timeframe. [174] Even after Snapchat deleted message data their servers, the same data can remain in backup for a certain period of time. [174] In a public blog post, the service warned that if you've ever tried to recover lost data after accidentally scraping a ride or maybe watching an episode of CSI, you can know that with the right
forensic tools, it's sometimes possible to retrieve data after it's deleted. [175] Lens incidents In September 2015, an 18-year-old used a Snapchat feature called Lens to record the speed she was driving her Mercedes C230 when she crashed into a Mitsubishi Outlander in Hampton, Georgia. The 107 mph (172 km/h) crash injured both drivers. The manager of
the Outlander spent five weeks in intensive care while being treated for severe traumatic brain injury. In April 2016, the Outlander driver sued both Snapchat and the user of Snapchat, claiming that Snapchat knew its application was being used in unlawful speed matches, but did nothing to prevent such use, so is negligent. In October 2016, similar collision
while driving at 115 mph (185 km/h), occurred in Tampa, Florida, that killed five people. [177] Poor country remark According to former Snapchat employee Anthony Pompliano in a lawsuit filed against Snap Inc., Spiegel made a statement in 2015 that Snapchat is just for wealthy people and that he does not want to expand to poor countries like India and
Spain. [178] The incident led to a Twitter trend called #UninstallSnapchat, in which Indian users uninstalled the app,[179] and caused backlash against the company in terms of low one-star ratings for the app in the Google Play store and Apple's App Store. [180] [181] Snapchat's shares fell 1.5%. In response to the allegation, Snapchat called Pompliano's
claim ridiculous and elaborated that Naturally Snapchat is for everyone. It is available worldwide to download for free. Pompliano Lawsuit in January 2017, former employee Anthony Pompliano filed a state lawsuit across Snapchat from doctor-growth statistics with the intention of misleading investors. Pompliano said that CEO Evan Spiegel was dismissed
some of his concerns and that Pompliano was fired soon after. The judge dropped Pompliano's claims that Snapchat violated the Dodd-Frank and Consumer Protection Legislation in retaliation against him, citing an arbitration clause in his contract. [183] However, Snap Inc. faced blowback over a lack of disclosure about the contents of the lawsuit, which led
to the plunging of stock prices, multiple class-action lawsuits and federal investigations. [184] Snap Map privacy concerns The June 2017 release of Snap Map, a feature that puts the user's location on a map was met with concerns about privacy and safety. The feature, through an opt-in, delivers a message asking if the user wants to show their position on
the map, but reportedly doesn't explain the effects of doing including that the app updates the user's position on the map every time the app is opened and not just when it actively captures snaps, potentially assists stalkers. The map can be zoomed in to contain detailed geographic information, such as street addresses. [185] The Daily Telegraph reported
that police forces issued child safety alerts,[186] while other media publications wrote that safety concerns were also raised for teenagers and adults unaware of the function's actual behavior. [185] In a statement to The Verge, a Snapchat spokesperson said: The safety of our community is very important to us and we want to make sure that all Snapchatters,
parents and educators have accurate information about how the Snap Map works. [185] Users have the ability to function in Ghost Mode, or choose the friends with them want to share their location. Although there has been an increase in ads on Snapchat, Snapchat said they don't intend to run ads on Snap Map stories. Rihanna controversy In March 2018,
an ad featat of a poll on Rihanna was posted stating, Would you rather punch Chris Brown or slap Rihanna? Rihanna tweeted that Snapchat was insensitive to domestic violence victims and urged fans to delete Snapchat. [189] Body image concerns The increased use of body and facial reform applications such as Snapchat and Facetune have been
identified as a potential cause of body dysmorphic disorder. In August 2018, researchers from the Boston Medical Center wrote in a JAMA Facial Plastic Surgery essay that a phenomenon they called 'Snapchat dysmorphia' was identified, where people requested surgery to look like the edited version of themselves as they appeared by Snapchat Filters.
[190] Snapchat employees abused data access to spy on users in May 2019, and it was revealed that several Snapchat employees used an internal tool called SnapLion to spy on users. [191] Mozilla calls for public disclosures related to the use of A.I. Citing vague, broad language in Snapchat's privacy policy, Mozilla issued a September 2019 petition
calling for public disclosures related to the app's use of facial sea recognction technology. [192] When reached for comment by Scientific American commentary, representatives from Snapchat declined to share a public response. During the 2020 lockdown to inhibit the spread of COVID-19 in France, the app emerged as a hub for the spread of revenge
pornography of underage girls. In 2020, a woman in North Carolina Snapchat (as well as dating app Tinder and the five men named in the attack sued[195]), claiming features of the app enabled her alleged rapist and his friends to hide evidence of the rape. In particular, the suit alleges that because of the ways Snapchat is and was designed, built, marketed,
and maintained, [the woman's attackers] were able to these non-consensual, pornographic photos and videos of [her] with little or no threat of law enforcement confirming they did. [196] The woman told the court that the parent company Snap Inc. specifically and deliberately designed, constructed and maintained snapchat to serve as a mysterious and
nefarious communication platform that encourages, erects and facilitates the creation and distribution of illegal and non-consensual sexually explicit content... and allowed Snapchat to operate as a safe haven of law enforcement. [197] See also Comparison of instant messaging clients Ephemera – any transient written or printed material not intended to be
retained or preserved Timeline of social media Sobrr, another mobile application that deletes content after a particular time Purikura, Japanese photo sticker booths that used earlier Snapchat-like filters[198][199] PicsArt Revenge Yellow (app) Yo (app) IBeer References^ Snapchat APKs. APKMirror. Retrieved 15 December 2019. ^ Snapchat. App store.
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byChristopher PooleURL www.4chan.org (NSFW) www.4channel.org (SFW) CommercialYesRegistrationNone available for staff)LaunchedOctober 1, 2003; 17 years ago (2003-10-01)[1] 4chan is an anonymous English-language image board website. Launched by door Moot Poole in October 2003, the site hosts boards dedicated to a wide range of topics,
from anime and manga to video games, music, literature, fitness, politics, and sports, among others. Registration is not possible and users usually post anonymously; posting is epter metal, as threads receiving recent responses are bumped to the top of their respective board and old threads are deleted as new ones are created. As of November 2020, 4chan
receives more than 20 million unique monthly visitors, with more than 900 000 posts being made daily. [2] 4chan was created as an unofficial English-language counterpart of the Japanese imageboard Futaba Channel, also known as 2chan,[3] and his first boards were created for posting images and discussions related to anime. The site has been described
as a hub of Internet subculture, with its community influential in shaping prominent internet memes, such as lolcats, Rickrolling, and rage comics, as well as hacktivist and political movements, such as Anonymous and the alt-right. 4chan is often the subject of media attention as a source of controversy, including coordinating pranks and harassment against
websites and internet users, and posting illegal and offensive content. The Guardian once summed up the 4chan community as lunatic, youthful... brilliant, ridiculous and alarming. [4] Background Christopher Poole, 4chan's founder, at XOXO Festival in 2012 The majority of the posting on 4chan takes place on image boards, where users have the ability to
share images and create vested reservations. [5] The website's homepage lists 70 image boards and one Flash animation board, divided into seven categories: Japanese culture, video games, interests, creative, others, Misc. (NSFW), and Adult (NSFW). Each board has its own set of rules and is dedicated to a specific topic, several including anime and
manga, video games, music, literature, fitness, politics and sports. From 2019, the /pol/ (Politically incorrect), / v/ (Video Games), /vg/ (Video Games Generals), and /b/(Random) boards receive the most daily posts. 4chan is the internet's most handled image board, according to the Los Angeles Times. [7] 4chan's Alexa rank is 1042 as of June 2020[update]
[8] although it was as high as 56. [9] It is provided to its users for free and consumes a large amount of bandwidth; As a result, his financing was often problematic. Poole acknowledged that donations alone couldn't keep the site online, and turned to ads to help make ends meet. [10] However, the explicit content offered at 4chan deterred businesses that did
not want to be associated with the content of the site. [11] In January 2009, Poole made a new deal with an advertising company In February 2009, he was $20,000 in debt, and the site continued to lose money. [12] The 4chan servers are from Texas to California in August 2008, which upgraded the maximum bandwidth throughput from 4chan from
100Mbit/s to 1Gbit/s. [13] Unlike most web forums, 4chan does not have a registration system so that users can post anonymously. [14] Any nickname can be used when placed, even one previously adopted, such as Anonymous or moot. [16] Instead of registration, 4chan provided tripods as an optional form of supporting a poster's identity. [17] As a post
without filling out the Name field, posts attributed to Anonymous, general understanding on 4chan holds that Anonymous is not a single person, but a collective (hive) users. [18] Moderators usually place without a name, even when performing sysop actions. A capcode can be used to attribute the post to Anonymous ## Mod, although moderators often post
without the capcode. [19] In a 2011 interview on Nico Nico Douga, Poole explained that there are about 20 volunteer modederators active on 4chan.[note 1] 4chan also has a junior moderation team, called janitors, that can delete posts or images and suggest that the normal moderation team bans a user, but who cannot Revealing yourself as a janitor is
grounds for immediate discharge. [20] 4chan is the target of occasional denial of service attacks. For example, on December 28, 2010, 4chan and other websites went down as a result of such an attack, after which Poole said on his blog, We are now joining the ranks of MasterCard, Visa, PayPal, et al.— an exclusive club! [21] History The site was launched
on October 1, 2003 by Christopher Poole, a then 15-year-old student from New York City, as 4chan.net by Christopher Poole, a then 15-year-old student from New York City. [22] Poole was a regular participant in Something Terrible subforum Anime Death Tentacle Rape Whorehouse (ADTRW), where many users were familiar with the Japanese
imageboard format and Futaba Channel (2chan.net). [14] When creating 4chan, Poole obtained Futaba Channel's open-source code and translated the Japanese text into English using AltaVista's Babel Fish online translator. [note 1] [23] After the creation of the site, Poole invited users of the ADTRW subforum, many of whom were dissatisfied with the site's
moderation, to visit 4chan, which he advertised as an English-language counterpart to Futaba Canal and a place for Western fans to discuss anime and manga. [24] At its founding, the site offered only one board: /b/ (Anime/Random). [note 1] Before the end of 2003, several new anime-related boards were added, including /h/(Hentai), /c/(Anime/Cute),
/d/(Hentai/Alternative), /w/(Wallpapers/Anime), /y/(Yaoi), and /a/(Anime). a lolicon board was created at /l/(Lolikon),[27] but was disabled after posting true child pornography and eventually deleted in October 2004, after threats of legal action. [28] [29] In 2004, GoDaddy suspended the 4chan.net domain, prompting Poole to move the site to its current domain
at 4chan.org. On March 1, 2004, Poole announced that he did not have the funds to pay the month's server account, but was able to continue operations after receiving a swarm of donations from users. [30] In June 2004, 4chan experienced six weeks' downtime after PayPal suspended 4chan's donation service after receiving complaints about the website's
contents. [31] After 4chan's return, several non-anime related boards were introduced, including /k/ (Weapons), /o/ (Auto), and /v/ (Video Games). In 2008, nine new boards were created, including the sports board at /sp/, the fashion board at /fa/ and the Japan/General (the name later changed to Otaku Culture) board at /jp/. [33] In January 2011, Poole
announced the deletion of the /r9k/(ROBOT9000) and /new/ (News) boards, saying that /new/ devoted to racist discussions, and /r9k/ no longer served its original purpose of being a test implementation of xkcd's ROBOT9000 script. During the same year, the /soc/board was created in an attempt at the number of socializing wires on /b/. /r9k/ was restored on
October 23, 2011, along with /hc/(Hardcore, previously deleted), /pol/(a rebranding of/new/) and the new/diy/board, in addition to an apology by Poole where he recalled how he criticized the deletion of Encyclopedia Dramatica and realized that he had done the same. [35] In 2010, 4chan implemented reCAPTCHA in an effort to stem spam arising from
JavaScript worms. By November 2011, 4chan had made the transition to using Cloudflare following a series of DDoS attacks. The 4chan imageboards were rewritten in valid HTML5/CSS3 in May 2012 in a bid to improve client-side performance. [13] On September 28, 2012, 4chan introduced a 4chan pass[36] that, when purchased, allow users to byte a
repeat when they place and report posts on the 4chan image boards; the money raised from the passes will go towards supporting the site. [37] Hiroyuki Nishimura, the owner of 4chan since 2015 on January 21, 2015, stepped down Poole as the site's administrator, citing stress from controversies such as Gamergate as the reason for his departure. [38] On
September 21, 2015, Poole announced that Hiroyuki Nishimura had purchased the ownership rights to him the ownership rights to 4chan, without disclosing the provisions of the acquisition. [41] Nishimura was the former administrator of 2channel between 1999 and 2014, forming the basis for anonymous placement culture that later influenced websites such
as Futaba Channel and 4chan; [43] Nishimura lost 2channel's domain after it was seized by its registrar, Jim Watkins,[44][45] after the latter financial difficulties. [46] In October 2016 it was reported that the site was experiencing financial difficulties that to its closure or radical changes. In a post titled Winter is Coming, Hiroyuki Nishimura said, We tried to
keep 4chan as is. But I failed. I am sincerely sorry, citing server costs, infrastructure costs and network fees. [48] On 17 November 2018, it was announced that the site would be divided into two, with the work-safe boards moved to a new domain, 4channel.org, while the NSFW boards would remain on the 4chan.org domain. In a series of posts on the topic,
Nishimura explained that the split was due to 4chan being blacklisted by most advertising companies, and that the new 4channel domain would allow it to receive ads through mainstream advertising providers. In an interview with Vice Media in an interview with Vice Media, several current or previous moderators talked about what they perceived to be racist
intention behind running the site. They described how a managing moderator named RapeApe attempts to use the site as a tool for the alt-right, and how Nishimura hands down and leaves moderation from the site mainly to RapeApe. Neither Nishimura nor RapeApe responded to these allegations. [50] Christopher Poole Poole hid his real identity until it was
revealed in The Wall Street Journal on July 9, 2008. Before that, he used the alias moot. [22] In April 2009, Poole was named the world's most influential person of 2008 by an open internet poll conducted by Time magazine. [51] The results were questioned even before the poll was completed, as automated voting programs and manual ballot filly were used
to influence the vote. [52] [53] [54] 4chan's interference with the vote seemed increasingly likely when it was found that reading the first letter of the first 21 candidates in the poll spelled out a phrase with two 4chan memes: mARBLECAKE. ALSO THE GAME. [55] On September 12, 2009, Poole gave a talk on why 4chan has a reputation as a Meme Factory at
the Paraflows Symposium in Vienna, Austria, which was part of the Paraflows 09 festival, theme Urban Hacking. In this talk, Poole attributed this primarily to the anonymous system, and to the lack of data retention on the website (The site has no memory.). [56] In April 2010, Poole gave evidence in the trial of the United States v. David Kernell as a
government witness. As a witness, he explained the terminology used at 4chan to the prosecutor, ranging from OP to lurking. He also explained to the court the nature of the data given to the FBI as part of the search warrant, including how users can be uniquely identified from site audit logs. [59] Notable picture boards / b / Main article: / b / The random
board, b/ , follow the design of Futaba Channel's Nijiura board. It was the first board created, and was described in 2009 as 4chan's most popular board, accounting for 30% of site traffic at the time. [60] Gawker's Nick Douglas summed up /b/ as a plate where people tried shock, entertainment and coax free porn from each other. [5] / b / has a no rules policy,
except for prohibition of certain illegal content, such as child pornography, intrusions of other websites (placing floods of disruptive content), and under-18 viewing, all of which are inherited from site-wide rules. The no invasions rule was added in late 2006, after /b/users spent most of that summer invading Habbo Hotel. The no rules policy also applies to
actions from administrators and moderators, meaning that users may be banned at any time, for any reason, including for no reason. [62] Due to its anonymous nature, board moderation is not always successful – indeed, the website's anti-child pornography rule is a topic of jokes on /b/. Christopher Poole told The New York Times in a discussion about
modeming/b/, that the force lies in the community dictating its own standards and that site staff simply provided a framework. [63] The humor of/b/many users, who refer to themselves as /b/tards,[63][64] are often incomprehensible to newcomers and outsiders, and are characterized by intricate interior jokes and dark comedy. [64] Users often refer to each
other, and much of the outside world, as flags. [9] They are often referred to by outsiders as trolls, who regularly act for the purpose of doing so for the lulz, a corruption of LOL used to adapt entertainment at another's expense. [63] The New York Observer described posters as immature pranksters whose bad behavior is encouraged by the site's total
anonymity and the absence of an archive. [66] Douglas said of the board, reading/b/ will melt your brain, and cited Encyclopedia Dramatica's definition of /b/ as the asshole of the internets [sic]. [5] Mattathias Schwartz of The New York Times compares /b/ to a high school bathroom stall, or an obscene phone party line,[63] while Baltimore City Paper wrote
that in the high school of the internet, /b/is the child with a collection of butterfly knives and a locker full of pornography. [9] Wired describes /b/ as notorious. Each post is assigned a post number. Certain post numbers are sought after with a large amount of posting that takes place to get them. A GET occurs when a post's number ends in a special number,
such as 12345678, 2222222, or every millionth post.[67] A sign of 4chan's scale, according to Poole, was when GETs lost meaning due to the high post rate that led to a GET occurring every few weeks. He estimated /b/se postal rate in July 2008 to be 150,000–200,000 jobs per day. [68] /pol/ Main article: /pol/pol/ (Politically Incorrect) is 4chan's political
discussion board. A clad thread on its front page reads that the board's intended purpose discussion of news, political issues and other related topics. [69] /pol/ was created in October 2011 as a rebranding of 4chan's news /new/[35] which was scrapped that January for a high volume of racist discussion. Although there has previously been a strong left-wing
libertarian contingent for 4chan activists, there was a gradual right-wing turn on 4chan's politics council in the early mid-2010s. [70] The board quickly attracted posters with a political conviction that would later be described with a new term, the alt-right. [71] Media sources characterized/pulsed mainly racist and sexist, with many of his posts taking an explicitly
neo-Nazi bent. [72] [73] [74] The Southern Poverty Law Center regards /pol/'s rhetorical style as widely regarded by white supremacist websites such as The Daily Stormer; the Stormer's editor, Andrew Anglin, agreed. [73] /pol/ was where screenshots of Trayvon Martin's hacked social media accounts were initially posted. [76] The users of the board began
antifeministic, homophobic, transphobic and anti-Arab Twitter campaigns. [74] [78] [79] Many /pol/users favored Donald Trump during his presidential campaign of 2016. Both Trump and his son, Donald Trump Jr., appeared to acknowledge the support by tweeting /pol/associated memes. Upon his successful election, a /pol/moderator embedded a pro-Trump
video at the top of all the board's pages. [81] [82] [83] Internet culture Early Internet memes Very early memes that originated at 4chan received media attention. These include So I Herd U like mudkipz [sic], which involved a phrase based on Pokémon and which generated numerous YouTube tribute videos,[14] and the term a hero [sic] as a synonym for
suicide, After a misspelling in the Myspace online memorial of seventh graders [85] 4chan and other sites, such as the satirical Encyclopedia Dramatica, also contributed to the development of significant amounts of leetspeak. [86] A detection image using the I am in you... format an app is an image that combines a picture of a cat with text meant to contribute
humor. The text is often idiosincratic and grammatically incorrect. In 2005, the meme was widely popularized by 4chan in the form of Caturday. Every Saturday, users posted photos of cats with image macro related to that day's theme. [87] In 2005, a meme known as the duck roll began, after Poole used a word filter to change egg to duck over 4chan. Such
are words as egg roll changes to duck roll. This led to a bait-and-switch in which external links disguised as relevant to a reservation instead led to a picture of a duck on wheels. [89] An unidentified 4chan user applied the concept of the duck roll to a 2007 post related to the video game Grand Theft Auto IV. In March of that year, the game's trailer was
released, and the game's enormous popularity became that publisher Rockstar Games website collapsed. The user posted a YouTube link that allegedly led to the trailer, in fact directed users to the music video for Rick Astley's 1987 song Never Going to Give You Up. So the rickroll was born. [89] In an interview with the Los Angeles Times, Astley said he
found the meme bizarre and funny. [89] A link to the YouTube video of Tay Zonday's song Chocolate Rain was posted on /b/ on July 11, 2007. [91] The Age reported that 4chan posters encouraged each other to swarm the video on YouTube, thereby increasing its position. [92] The video became an enormously popular internet meme, leading to cover
versions by John Mayer and Green Day drummer Tré Cool. [93] The portion of the song in which Zonday turned away from the microphone, with a caption stating I was moving away from the microphone to breathe, became an often repeated meme on 4chan and inspired remixes. [94] The character of Boxxy is portrayed by Catherine Catie Wayne, an

American internet familiarity known for her highly energetic vlogs. [95] [96] [97] Her rise to exposure began in late 2008 and early 2009, around self-made videos initially posted to her Gaia Online profile. [95] [96] [97] They then spread to 4chan and other websites, which followed a large online following. [95] In his American incarnation, Pedobear is an
anthropomanphic bear child predator often used within the community to ridicule contributors who show a sexual interest in children. [99] Pedobear is one of the most popular memes on non-English image boards, and has gained recognition across Europe. In February 2010, a photoshopped version of Pedobear appeared alongside mascot of the 2010
Winter Olympics in an article about the games in Gazeta Olsztyńska, a Polish newspaper. This was done by accident; because of the image used from Google Images, the authors were unaware of the joke. [100] Likewise, Dutch television guide Avrobode[101] used one of the images. It was used as a symbol of pedophilia by Maltese graffiti vandals before a
papal visit. [102] Anonymous and anti-Scientology activism protests against Scientology Also see: Anonymous (group) and Project Chanology 4chan have been labeled the starting point of the Anonymous meme by The Baltimore City Paper,[9] due to the norm of posts signed with the Anonymous moniker. The National Post's David George-Cosh said it was
widely reported that Anonymous is associated with 4chan and 711chan, as well as numerous Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels. [103] Through his association with Anonymous, 4chan was associated with Project Chanology, a global protest against the Church of Scientology held by members of Anonymous. On January 15, 2008, a 4chan user went to /b/,
suggesting that participants were doing something great against the Church of Scientology website. This message has that the Church has received threatening calls. It quickly grew into a great real world protest. Unlike previous previous Attacks, this action was marked by 4chan memes including rickrolls and Guy Fawkes masks. The raid drew criticism from
some 4chan users who felt it would bring the site unwanted attention. [9] My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic fandom The adult fandom and subculture dedicated to the children's animated television series My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic started on the Comics &amp; Cartoons (/co/) board of 4chan. The show was first discussed with some interest
surrounding its debut in October 2010. [104] [105] [107] In an article published on the animation website Cartoon Brew, Titled The End of the Creator-Driven Era in TV Animation, writer Amid Amidi referenced the then-recent debut of the show as an example of how the talent from creators like Lauren Faust was used to work on behalf of an established toycentered property rather than original ideas developed by creators themselves. [109] The article was shared on /co/, where the alarmist tone of the essay provoked increased interest in the show, resulting in praise for his plot, characters and animation style. [104] The moderation of My Little Pony-related topics at 4chan became controversial; discussion of
the show extended to the /b/board, reaching a volume and intrusiveness that was ultimately met with hostile reactions from other 4chan users. This led to intervention from a moderator, with a introduction of automatic one-day bans on the use of the word pony, to prevent discussion of the show. Discussion of the show began spreading to communities
external to 4chan in response, including establishing the fan news website Equestria Daily, causing the show to reach a wider audience over the internet. These events were described as a civil war internally to 4chan.[104] The site administrator moot eventually settled the case by creating the board dedicated to discussing the show, Pony (/mlp/), and
apologized on behalf of the moderation team for neglecting one of the largest subcultures in 4chan's history. [110] There is a ban on the discussion of the show worldwide on the site outside this board. [62] Other media attention arrests for animal abuse On February 15, 2009, a user uploaded two YouTube videos that showed the physical abuse of a
domestic cat named Dusty by a person calling himself Timmy. The 4chan community was able to track down the origins of the videos, a fourteen-year-old from Lawton, Oklahoma, and passed on its details to its local police department. As a result, a suspect was arrested and the cat was treated by a veterinarian and taken to a safe place. [111] This post is
art At 30 2014, an anonymous user made an answer in a thread on the board/pol/Politically incorrect of 4chan, criticizing modern art in an ironic manner, saying: Art was literally something to cherish now literally anything. Nurture. Art.— Anonymous[113] Less than an hour later, the post was photographed from the screen and framed by another user who
placed a different reply in the thread with a photo of the framed citation. Later, the user, after endorsement by other anonymous users in the thread, created an auction on eBay for the framed photo that quickly rose to high prices, which resulted in a price tag of $90,900.00. [114] [115] [116] The death of Jeffrey Epstein Main Article: Death of Jeffrey Epstein A
report of Jeffrey Epstein's death was posted on /pol/ about 40 minutes before ABC News broke the news. The unidentified person who made the posts could have been a first responder, in violation of privacy legislation, prompting a review by the New York City Fire Department. [118] [119] Controversy Internet attacks Also see: Anonymous (group) § 4chan
raids (2003–2007), and Sarah Palin email hack According to The Washington Post, the site's users managed to pull off some of the highest profile collective actions in the history of the Internet. [120] Users from 4chan and other websites raided Hal Turner by launching DDoS attacks and pranks that she called phone-in radio show during December 2006 and
January 2007. The attacks caused Turner's website to go offline. It cost thousands of dollars of bandwidth accounts according to Turner. In response, Turner sued 4chan, 7chan and other sites; However, he lost his plea for an injunction and was unable to receive letters from the court. [121] KTTV Fox 11 broadcast a report on Anonymous, naming a group of
hackers on steroids, domestic terrorists, and collectively an Internet hate machine on July 26, 2007. [122] Slashdot founder Rob Malda posted a comment made by another Slashdot user, Miang, stating that the story focused primarily on users of 4chan, 7chan and 420chan. Miang claimed that the report appeared to confuse/b/raids and motivational poster
templates with a genuine threat to the American public, arguing that the unrelated footage of a van exploding that was in the report to equal anonymous posturing with domestic terror. [123] On July 10, 2008, the swastika CJK unicode character (卐) appeared at the top of Google's Hot Trends list — a tally of the most widely used search terms in the United
States — for several hours. It was later reported that the HTML numeric character reference for the symbol was placed on /b/, with a request to perform a Google search for the queue. A multitude of /b/visitors followed the order and pushed the symbol at the top of the chart, although Google later removed the result. [7] Later that year, the private Yahoo! Mail
account of Sarah Palin, Republican vice presidential in the 2008 U.S. presidential election, hacked by a 4chan user. The hacker posted the account's password on /b/, and screenshots from inside the account to WikiLeaks. [124] A/b/user then signed in and the posting a screenshot of him sending an email to a friend of Palin's informing her of the new
password on the /b/wire. However, he forgot to empty the password in the screenshot. [125] A multitude of /b/users attempted to sign in with the new password, and the account was automatically locked in by Yahoo!. The incident was criticized by some/b/users, in that most reports about the hack focused on 4chan, rather than Palin's violation of campaign
law. One user said, seriously, /b/. We could have changed history and failed, epically. [126] The FBI and Secret Service began investigating the incident shortly after its occurrence. On September 20, it was revealed they questioned David Kernell, the son of Democratic Tennessee State Representative Mike Kernell. [127] The stock price of Apple Inc. fell
significantly in October 2008 after a hoax story to CNN's user-generated news site iReport.com claiming that company CEO Steve Jobs suffered a major heart attack. The source of the story was traced back to 4chan.[128][129] In May 2009, members of the website attacked YouTube and posted pornographic videos on the site. [130] A 4chan member
admitted to being part of the attack and told BBC News it was in response to YouTube to delete music. [131] In January 2010, members of the site re-attacked YouTube in response to the suspension of YouTube user lukeywes1234 because they did not meet the minimum age requirement of thirteen. [132] The videos uploaded by the user appeared to be
popular with 4chan members, who subsequently became angry after the account was suspended, calling for a new wave of pornographic videos to be uploaded to YouTube on January 6, 2010. [132] Later that same year, 4chan made numerous disruptive pranks directed at singer Justin Bieber. [133] In September 2010, in retaliation against the Bollywood
film industry's hiring of Aiplex software to launch cyberattacks against The Pirate Bay, Anonymous members, by recruiting posts on 4chan councils, subsequently initiated their own attacks, called operation Payback and the website of the Motion Picture Association of America and the Recording Industry Association. [134] The targeted sites usually went
offline for a short period as a result of the attacks, before recovering. The website of British law firm ACS: Law, which was associated with an anti-piracy client, was affected by the cyberattack. [137] In retaliation for the initial attacks called only a minor nuisance, Anonymous launched more attacks and brought the site down again. After coming up again, the
cover accidentally revealed a backup file of the entire site, which has more than 300 private company emails, which were leaked to multiple torrents and across multiple websites on the internet. [138] It has been suggested that the datalk could cost the law Up to £500,000 in fines for breaching UK Data Protection Acts. In January 2011, BBC News reported
that the law firm announced they should stop chasing illegal file sharks. Head of ACS: Law Andrew Crossley in a statement to a court addressed issues that influenced the decision to return I quit my job ... I was subject to criminal attack. My emails were hacked. I've had death threats and bomb threats. [137] In August 2012, 4chan users attacked a third-party
sponsored Mountain Dew campaign, Dub the Dew, where users were asked to submit and vote for ideas for a green apple flavor of the beverage. Users submitted entries such as Diabeetus, Fapple, several variations of Gushing Granny, and Hitler did nothing wrong. [140] Threats of violence On October 18, 2006, Department of Homeland Security warned
national soccer league officials in Miami, New York City, Atlanta, Seattle, Houston, Oakland and Cleveland of a possible threat involving the simultaneous use of dirty bombs at stadiums. [142] The threat claimed that the attack would be carried out on October 22, the last day of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. [143] Both the FBI and the Department of
Homeland Security expressed doubts about the credibility of the threats, but warned the organizations involved as a precautionary measure. The games continued as planned, but below a higher level of security awareness. [144] The threats came to light in the national media after Jake Brahm admitted to posting the threats on 4chan and repeating them
approximately 40 times on other websites. [143] Hello, /b/. On September 11, 2007, at 9:11 p.m., Central time, two pipe bombs remote at Pflugerville High School will be detonated. Right after the explosion, I, along with two ther Anonymous, will charge the building, armed with a Bushmaster AR-15, IMI Galil AR, a vintage, government-issue M1 .30 Carbine,
and a Benelli M4 semi car shotgun. – The Pflugerville threat[145] Brahm did not expect the message to be taken seriously, as he would never take anything on 4chan as fact; [146] An FBI official was quoted as saying the credibility of [the threat] was beyond ridiculous. [9] As a parody of the incident, 4chan temporarily did not mess with football as an
additional rule for /b/. [9] On October 20, 2006, Brahm turned himself in to federal authorities and was charged with producing a false terrorist threat and taken into custody. On February 28, 2008, he pleaded guilty to federal charges. On June 5, 2008, he was sentenced to six months in prison, six months' house arrest and ordered to pay $26,750 in
restitution. Around midnight on September 11 a student posted photos of mock pipe bombs and another photo of him holding them while he says he'll blow up his high school—Pflugerville High School in Pflugerville, Pflugerville, 9:11 am on September 11. [145] Users of 4chan helped locate him by finding the perpetrator's name in the Exif data of a photo he
took, and contacted police. [149] He was arrested before the school started that day. [150] [151] [152] The incident was a hoax; the weapons were toys and there were no real bombs. [154] Jarrad Willis, a 20-year-old from Melbourne, Australia was arrested on December 8, 2007, after apparently on 4chan he was going to shoot and kill as many people as I
can until what time I am incapacitated or killed by police. [155] The post, accompanied by an image of another man holding a shotgun, threatened a shopping mall near Beverly Hills. While the investigation was still open, Willis was charged with criminal defamation for a separate incident[157] but died before the case was heard. [158] On February 4, 2009, a
placement on the 4chan/b/board[159] said there would be a school shooting at St Eskils Gymnasium in Eskilstuna, Sweden, which led to 1,250 students and 50 teachers being evacuated. [160] A 21-year-old man was arrested after 4chan provided police with the IP address of the poster. Police said that the suspect turned it off as a joke and they released
him after they found no indication the threat was serious. [161] On January 21, 2014, an anonymous poster began a thread on /b/ identifying a student named Westley Sullivan who apparently went to the same high school as the poster. The original post included a link to Westley Sullivan's Facebook profile, which has since been taken down, and a
screenshot of a post that said if fairview wasn't closed tomorrow, citing Sullivan's high school, Fairview High School, in Boyd County, Kentucky. A few anonymous individuals went to Sullivan's Facebook profile and found his address, phone number, school ID number, school schedule and teachers and other personal information. Information such as his
teachers and ID number was posted directly, and the more personal information such as his address was found in the EXIF data of some of the photos posted on his profile. These individuals then contacted Fairview school officials and the local police department, as well as the FBI. The next day, it was learned that police had arrested Sullivan in his home
and he was charged with 2nd-degree terroristic threatening, a Class D felony in Kentucky. [163] On June 28, 2018, a man named Eric M. Radulovic was arrested after an indictment by the U.S. Department of Justice on one count of transferring interstate and foreign trafficking was a threat to injure the person from another. [165] The prosecutor alleged that
Radulovic anonymously went to /pol/ the day the Unite the Right rally posed and an intention communicated to attack protesters at an upcoming right-wing demonstration, ostent on eluding for the alt-right movement. I'm going to bring a Remington 700 and start shooting Alt-right guys. We need sympathy after those landwhales got all the liberal tear eye, so
someone's going to have to make it look like the left is becoming more violent and radical. It's a fake flag for sure, but I'll aim for the more tanned/dark haired muddy jeans in the crowd so real whites don't have to worry, writes Radulovic, according to the insanity. [165] Arrests for child pornography On November 29, 2010, Ali Saad, a 19-year-old, was arrested
and raided his home by the FBI for posting child pornography and death threats at 4chan. Ali first visited 4chan a week before [the FBI raid] happened. He admitted downloading about 25 child pornography images from 4chan. [166] Collin Campbell, a U.S. Navy machinist's Mate, was arrested in February 2011 after a fellow seaman found child pornography
on his iPhone that he was completely raged from 4chan.[167][168] 37, was raided at his upstate New York home by the Department of Homeland Security in April 2011 after he was raided child pornography of 4 [171] After 4chan reported a 15-year-old boy in California who posted child pornography, the United States Department of Homeland Security
raided his home on June 7, 2011, and took all of his electronic items. On February 17, 2012, Thaddeus McMichael was arrested by the FBI for child pornography after posting comments on Facebook claiming to possess child pornography. [173] According to the official criminal complaint filed against Thaddeus, he admitted obtaining child pornography from
the /b/council on 4chan. [174] Famous photo leaks Main articles Main Article: August 2014 celebrity photo leaks On August 31, 2014, a large number of private photos taken by celebrities were posted online due to a compromise of user passwords at iCloud. [175] The images were initially posted on 4chan. [176] As a result of the incident, 4chan announced
it would enforce a Digital Millennium Copyright policy, which would allow content owners to remove material that was illegally shared on the site, and would ban users who have repeatedly posted stolen material. [177] Cyberbullying in January 2011, Matthew Riskin Bean, A 20-year-old man from New Jersey, was sentenced to 45 days in prison for
cyberbullying on 4chan.[178] Gamergate Sea too: Gamergate controversy Also in August 2014, 4chan was involved in the Gamergate controversy, which began with unsubstantured allegations about the Indie game developer Zoë Quinn of an ex-boyfriend followed by false allegations of the Indie game developer Zoë Quinn. [179] The allegations were
followed by a harassment campaign against several women in the video game industry, organized by especially /r9k/. [181] Discussion on Gamergate was banned at 4chan due to rule violations, and Gamergate supporters moved to alternative forums like 8chan. [182] [183] Incel spree killers/r9k/ is a board of directors implementing Randall Munroe's
ROBOT9000 algorithm, where no exact reposts are allowed. [184] The board was initially centered around NEET and hikikomori lifestyles,[186] and is credited as the origin of the greentext rhetorical style. By 2012, personal confessional stories of self-in love, depression and attempted suicide began to replace the role-playing of b/style, otaku and video
games. [188] The users of /r9k/built by then popular 4chan memes epic victory and fail to group the human population into alphas or stereotypically well-adapted popular people and betas or stereotypical geek-ish social rejections, self-identifying with the latter. It has become a popular gathering place for the controversial online incel community. [189] The
beta uprising or beta rebellion meme, the idea of getting revenge against women, jokes and others considered the cause of incels' problems, was popularized on the subsection. [192] It gained more traction on the forum after the Umpqua Community College shooting, where it is believed that the shooter, Chris Harper-Mercer, also warned people not to go to
school in northwest hours before the shooting, as users encouraged him. [193] The perpetrator of the Toronto of the attack referred to 4chan and an owl ruler in a Facebook post he made before the attack while practicing self-identified incel Elliot Rodger, the killer behind the 2014 Isla Vista murders. [195] He claimed to have spoken to both Harper-Mercer
and Rodger on Reddit and 4chan, believing he was part of a beta uprising, which also puts a message on 4chan about his intention the day before his attack. [197] Murder in Port Orchard, Washington According to court documents filed on November 5, 2014, images were posted on 4chan that appeared to be of a murder victim. The body was discovered in
Port Orchard, Washington, after the images were posted. [199] The posts were accompanied by the text: It seems that it's harder to strangle someone to death than it looks on the movies. A later post said: Check the news for Port Orchard, Washington, within a few hours. Her son will soon be home from school. He'll find her and then call the police. I just
wanted to share the photos before they find me. The victim was Amber Lynn Coplin at age 30. The suspect, 33-year-old David Michael Kalac, surrendered to police in Oregon later that same day; he was charged with second-degree murder involving domestic violence. [200] Kalac was convicted in April 2017 and was sentenced to 82 years in prison the
following month. [201] Devins murder main article: Murder of Bianca Devins On July 14, 2019, 17-year-old Bianca Devins was killed by 21-year-old Brandon Clark van New York after the two went to a concert together. [202] The suspect took pictures of the victim's bloodied deceased body and posted them to Discord and his own Instagram page. [203] The
photos were widely shared on Instagram and other sites, especially on 4chan where many users mocked and celebrated her death, saying she deserved it and praised the killer while portraying Devins as a manipulative young woman. [204] Devins developed a small online following and was a 4chan user himself. [206] ISP banned AT&amp;amp; T temporary
bans On July 26, 2009, AT&amp;T's DSL branch temporarily gained access to the img.4chan.org domain (host of/b/en/r9k/), which was initially believed to be an attempted internet censorship, and met with hostility on 4chan's part. [207] [208] The next day, AT&amp;amp; T a statement issued update that the block was put in place after an AT&amp;amp; Tcustomer was affected by a DoS attack that originated from IP addresses connected to img.4chan.org, and was an attempt to prevent this attack service from being disrupted for the impacted AT&amp;amp; T-customer, and ... our other clients. AT&amp;T maintains that the block is not related to the content on 4chan. [209] 4chan founder Christopher Poole
responded with the following:[210][211] In the end, it was not a sinister act of censorship, but rather a bit of a mistake and a poorly executed, disproportionate response to AT&amp;amp; T's part. Whoever pulled the trigger on the blackhold of the site probably didn't expect [or intend] its effects. We're pleased to see that this short-lived debacle prompted
renewed interest and debate about net neutrality and internet censorship — two very important issues that don't get nearly enough attention — so maybe it was all just a blessing in disguise. Major news outlets reported that the issue was related to the DDoS-ing of 4chan, and that 4chan users suspected the then-owner of Swedish-based website
Anontalk.com. [212] Verizon temporary bans On February 4, 2010, 4chan began receiving reports from Verizon Wireless customers that they were having trouble accessing the website's imageboards. After investigating, Poole found out that only traffic on port 80 had been affected to the boards.4chan.org domain, leading members to believe the block was
intentional. Three days later, Verizon Wireless confirmed that 4chan had been explicitly blocked. The block was lifted a few days later. [214] Telstra banned on March 20, 2019, australian telecommunications company Telstra denied access to millions of Australians to 4chan, 8chan, Zero Hedge and LiveLeak as a response to the Christchurch mosque
shooting. [215] New Zealand ISPs in the aftermath of the Christchurch mosque shooting Following the Numerous ISPs temporarily shoot blocked any website offering a copy of the livestream of the shooting. They included Spark, Vodafone, Vocus and 2degrees. [216] See also portal Comedy portal Katawa Shoujo List of Internet phenomena Pepe the Frog
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